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Ed teaches sex education to teenagers, a job he usually loves. But today it's the last thing he wants to do.

Wilson
WORK

Stormzy: Vossi Bop
Tom Walker: Just You And I
We Summoned A Demon
Wiley: Boasty

St Anne's Well
St Anne's Well is a meditative audio-visual experience designed to enhance an alliance with the natural world.
Music video for Vossi Bop by Stormzy.
The inconvenient consequences of the drunken night before slowly warm into a day of romance.
They just wanted to be cool. Instead, they get a demon.
Music video for Boasty by Wiley.
This is the story of Wilson, a seemingly composed man whose battle with his inner thoughts leads to a dark and
truthful outburst when talking to an old friend.
A teenager's perspective of the world around her begins to shift as she is confronted with its capacity for injustice.
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Moth
No, I Don’t Want to Dance!
Sex Ed
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A woman embarks on a perspective shifting, reality bending animated journey.
‘Mortelle’ is a moving image film exploring self-image through movement expressing vulnerability and the inner
thought processes of finding courage.
Man is to phone as Moth is to light.
A stop motion animated short film which aims to raise awareness of how deadly dangerous dance can be.

Synopsis
[ UNUM ] (lat."one") discovers the singularity of life. Beginning with a carnal prologue between man and woman, the
figurative journey continues with a lone huntsman at a cave. Accompanied by his loyal dog the huntsman delivers
delicate honey to a shady merchant - as a single drop of the sweet nectar releases the furies of fate.
Alice, a girl of 12 years old, lives on the street and works as a courier. One day she gets an order - to deliver a big
teddy bear to the boss of mafia. Unexpectedly along the way the teddy bear becomes alive and meets Alice. The girl
decides to keep her new friend and has no idea that there’s a hunt started on them.
An east-end drug dealer has to take his son to work and spends the day struggling to connect with him.
A young couple try to navigate their sex life after the birth of their baby.
A short film following the activity of a missing person's phone.
From a seed to war, from meat to love, from indifference to apocalypse. An attempt to capture the world in a
nutshell.

Mitski: A Pearl
Mortelle

Link

Spencer just wants to get through to his bank account... but the security questions have been updated.
A mind blowing choreographed expression of the themes of destruction and defiance between male and female.
Vala and Benni are on the road and struggle to find a mutual purpose in their new destination.

Director

Insecurity Questions
Jon Hopkins: Singularity
Kanarí

In a Nutshell

Christmas On The Moon
Dodgy Dave
F*CK
if you never answered x

[ UNUM ]

Title
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